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Outline

•  Some history & basic features of quantum theory.                                  
‣ 1900-1920:  the “Old Quantum Theory.”

‣ 1920’s:  “Quantum Mechanics”: modern theory of quantum physics.

‣ The “Copenhagen Interpretation” & Einstein.

•  What good is Quantum Mechanics?
‣modern technology that depends on QM

•  Nose to nose with quantum weirdness.
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‣ In 1900, Lord Rayleigh*:  classical laws ⇒ average energy at 
each frequency is fixed amount.
‣ Since no limit to possible frequencies, box would have infinite 

energy!
‣ Called a “catastrophe.’’

- (Not literally a catastrophe — boxes don’t really have infinite energy — 
but catastrophe of understanding.)

*British physicist; 1858—1947; birth name=John William Strutt 
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<latexit sha1_base64="plIu0cWCMTLCcNdhCPaMHj0faCM=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FmohGLCxTMBcIFnC7ORsMmZ2dpmZFcKS0srGQhFbn8LWV7DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82llFhaXlleyq7m19Y3Nrfz2Tk1FiaRYpRGPZMMnCjkTWNVMc2zEEknoc6z7/ctRXr9FqVgkrvUgRi8kXcECRok2VqXXzhecojOWPQ/uFAoX7193+2+V73I7/9HqRDQJUWjKiVJN14m1lxKpGeU4zLUShTGhfdLFpkFBQlReOh50aB8ap2MHkTRPaHvs/u5ISajUIPRNZUh0T81mI/O/rJno4MxLmYgTjYJOPgoSbuvIHm1td5hEqvnAAKGSmVlt2iOSUG1ukzNHcGdXnofacdE9KToVt1A6h4mysAcHcAQunEIJrqAMVaCAcA+P8GTdWA/Ws/UyKc1Y055d+CPr9Qfev5Fr</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="Vcomc9DSQN+83163ykC3uEb/ERw=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwa6EWFgEbywTMBZIQZidnkzGzs8vMrLIseQIbC0WsBB/JzgfwPZwkFpr4w8DH/5/DnHP8WHBtXPfTyS0tr6yu5dcLG5tb2zvF3b2GjhLFsM4iEamWTzUKLrFuuBHYihXS0BfY9EdXk7x5h0rzSN6YNMZuSAeSB5xRY61a0CuW3LI7FVkE7wdKlYPGfZx+vVV7xY9OP2JJiNIwQbVue25suhlVhjOB40In0RhTNqIDbFuUNETdzaaDjsmxdfokiJR90pCp+7sjo6HWaejbypCaoZ7PJuZ/WTsxwUU34zJODEo2+yhIBDERmWxN+lwhMyK1QJnidlbChlRRZuxtCvYI3vzKi9A4LXtnZbfmlSqXMFMeDuEITsCDc6jANVShDgwQHuAJnp1b59F5cV5npTnnp2cf/sh5/waR6ZB2</latexit>

f

*German physicist; 1858—1947



Old Quantum Theory:  Electromagnetic Waves

• Max Planck* (later in 1900):  calculated 
observed energy distribution.
‣ Had to assume electromagnetic waves with 

frequency    could only have energies that were 
multiples of a fixed amount:     
-    : new constant of nature that he introduced.
- now called ``Planck’s constant.”
-       is fundamental quantity (“quantum’’) of energy 

in an electromagnetic wave.
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Old Quantum Theory:  Electromagnetic Waves

• Max Planck* (later in 1900):  calculated 
observed energy distribution.
‣ Had to assume electromagnetic waves with 

frequency    could only have energies that were 
multiples of a fixed amount:     
-    : new constant of nature that he introduced.
- now called ``Planck’s constant.”
-       is fundamental quantity (“quantum’’) of energy 

in an electromagnetic wave.
๏ one such quantum is called a “photon.”
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h
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f
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- First time quantity like energy (previously assumed arbitrary) found to be “quantized.”  

• Max Planck* (later in 1900):  calculated 
observed energy distribution.
‣ Had to assume electromagnetic waves with 

frequency    could only have energies that were 
multiples of a fixed amount:     
-    : new constant of nature that he introduced.
- now called ``Planck’s constant.”
-       is fundamental quantity (“quantum’’) of energy 

in an electromagnetic wave.
๏ one such quantum is called a “photon.”
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Bernard, 5-7-21

Credit: Science Source

<latexit sha1_base64="AbsmPwsE6NZ4qTz719iZ3+X+vYg=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt6rgxk2wCK7KjAt1oVAQwWUFOy20Q8mkmTY2kwxJRilD38GNC0V06fu48wF8D9PLQlt/CHz8/znknBMmnGnjul9ObmFxaXklv1pYW9/Y3Cpu7/haporQGpFcqkaINeVM0JphhtNGoiiOQ07rYf9ylNfvqdJMilszSGgQ465gESPYWMu/QheoF7WLJbfsjoXmwZtCqbLnPySD7/dqu/jZ6kiSxlQYwrHWTc9NTJBhZRjhdFhopZommPRxlzYtChxTHWTjaYfo0DodFEllnzBo7P7uyHCs9SAObWWMTU/PZiPzv6yZmugsyJhIUkMFmXwUpRwZiUarow5TlBg+sICJYnZWRHpYYWLsgQr2CN7syvPgH5e9k7J745Uq5zBRHvbhAI7Ag1OowDVUoQYE7uARnuHFkc6T8+q8TUpzzrRnF/7I+fgBEX6R0g==</latexit>

E = hf
<latexit sha1_base64="plIu0cWCMTLCcNdhCPaMHj0faCM=">AAAB6HicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6ilIItBsAq7FmohGLCxTMBcIFnC7ORsMmZ2dpmZFcKS0srGQhFbn8LWV7DzGfQhnFwKTfxh4OP/z2HOOX7MmdKO82llFhaXlleyq7m19Y3Nrfz2Tk1FiaRYpRGPZMMnCjkTWNVMc2zEEknoc6z7/ctRXr9FqVgkrvUgRi8kXcECRok2VqXXzhecojOWPQ/uFAoX7193+2+V73I7/9HqRDQJUWjKiVJN14m1lxKpGeU4zLUShTGhfdLFpkFBQlReOh50aB8ap2MHkTRPaHvs/u5ISajUIPRNZUh0T81mI/O/rJno4MxLmYgTjYJOPgoSbuvIHm1td5hEqvnAAKGSmVlt2iOSUG1ukzNHcGdXnofacdE9KToVt1A6h4mysAcHcAQunEIJrqAMVaCAcA+P8GTdWA/Ws/UyKc1Y055d+CPr9Qfev5Fr</latexit>

h

<latexit sha1_base64="uhjMUmWMipNz3OuiX1onBGSRQbQ=">AAAB6XicbZC7SgNBFIbPxluMt6hgYzMYBKuwa6EWFgEbyyjmAskSZiezyZDZ2WXmrLKEvIGNhSI2Fr6RnQ/gezi5FJr4w8DH/5/DnHOCRAqDrvvl5JaWV1bX8uuFjc2t7Z3i7l7dxKlmvMZiGetmQA2XQvEaCpS8mWhOo0DyRjC4GueNe66NiNUdZgn3I9pTIhSMorVu+2GnWHLL7kRkEbwZlCoH9Yck+36vdoqf7W7M0ogrZJIa0/LcBP0h1SiY5KNCOzU8oWxAe7xlUdGIG384mXREjq3TJWGs7VNIJu7vjiGNjMmiwFZGFPtmPhub/2WtFMMLfyhUkiJXbPpRmEqCMRmvTbpCc4Yys0CZFnZWwvpUU4b2OAV7BG9+5UWon5a9s7J745UqlzBVHg7hCE7Ag3OowDVUoQYMQniEZ3hxBs6T8+q8TUtzzqxnH/7I+fgBVOSQ6A==</latexit>

hf
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f
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Old Quantum Theory:  Electromagnetic Waves

- First time quantity like energy (previously assumed arbitrary) found to be “quantized.”  
- Only comes in multiples of a fixed amount.   We say it only has “discrete values.”

• Max Planck* (later in 1900):  calculated 
observed energy distribution.
‣ Had to assume electromagnetic waves with 

frequency    could only have energies that were 
multiples of a fixed amount:     
-    : new constant of nature that he introduced.
- now called ``Planck’s constant.”
-       is fundamental quantity (“quantum’’) of energy 

in an electromagnetic wave.
๏ one such quantum is called a “photon.”

 5
Bernard, 5-7-21
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E = hf
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h
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f
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Old Quantum Theory:  Electromagnetic Waves

- First time quantity like energy (previously assumed arbitrary) found to be “quantized.”  
- Only comes in multiples of a fixed amount.   We say it only has “discrete values.”

๏ like butter! 

• Max Planck* (later in 1900):  calculated 
observed energy distribution.
‣ Had to assume electromagnetic waves with 

frequency    could only have energies that were 
multiples of a fixed amount:     
-    : new constant of nature that he introduced.
- now called ``Planck’s constant.”
-       is fundamental quantity (“quantum’’) of energy 

in an electromagnetic wave.
๏ one such quantum is called a “photon.”

 5
Bernard, 5-7-21

Credit: Science Source
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E = hf
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Old Quantum Theory:  Electromagnetic Waves

- First time quantity like energy (previously assumed arbitrary) found to be “quantized.”  
- Only comes in multiples of a fixed amount.   We say it only has “discrete values.”

๏ like butter! 
๏ Note:  combination       appears a lot in QM, physicists give it special symbol:                                 

(pronounced “h-bar”).

• Max Planck* (later in 1900):  calculated 
observed energy distribution.
‣ Had to assume electromagnetic waves with 

frequency    could only have energies that were 
multiples of a fixed amount:     
-    : new constant of nature that he introduced.
- now called ``Planck’s constant.”
-       is fundamental quantity (“quantum’’) of energy 

in an electromagnetic wave.
๏ one such quantum is called a “photon.”
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Old Quantum Theory: Structure of the Atom

• In 1897, J.J. Thomson* discovered the electron:
‣ A constituent of all atoms.
‣ Negative electric charge.
‣Much smaller and lighter than atom.

• Thomson proposed corresponding model of the                                    
atom in 1904:
‣ Heavy blob of positive charge, with small negatively charged electrons arranged 

within.
‣ “Plum pudding” model of the atom.
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• In 1911, Ernest Rutherford*: positive charge in atom                                 
not spread out (as in “pudding”), but concentrated in                                        
small, dense region in center: the “nucleus.”
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• In 1911, Ernest Rutherford*: positive charge in atom                                 
not spread out (as in “pudding”), but concentrated in                                        
small, dense region in center: the “nucleus.”
‣ Electrons apparently orbiting around nucleus, like planets                                              

orbiting Sun.
‣ Big problem: charged particle (like                                                                          

electron) going in circle should (by                                                                                                  
classical physics) emit electromagnetic                                                                             
waves.
‣Waves carry away energy: electrons                                                                                               

would (quickly) spiral into nucleus & crash.
- Like too-low satellite losing energy from air resistance —spiraling into Earth.

‣ According to classical physics, no atom is stable!
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•  Niels Bohr* (1913): “solves” stability problem by                                             
assuming that electron orbits quantized. 
‣ Only certain energies of electrons allowed, & similarly for                                             

radii & other properties of orbits.
‣ Electromagnetic energy (a photon) only emitted when                                                      

electron falls from one allowed orbit to another one with                                                                  
lower energy.
- E.g.,  n=2  orbit to n=1 orbit in picture.

‣ Lowest-energy allowed orbit (n=1) stable (by fiat).
‣ Bohr’s model works pretty well for simplest                                                                           

atom (hydrogen), but misses some details.
- & is increasingly wrong as number of electrons                                                                                                                     

increases.
‣Worse, model is ad-hoc: not built on any                                                         

underlying theory.
-  No way to justify or improve it.
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• In 1924, Louis de Broglie*:  electrons (& all other                                              
particles) also had wave nature.
‣ Helped explain Bohr’s quantization of electron orbits.
‣ Bohr’s allowed orbits:  those where the wave                                                             

has a whole number of oscillations around a circle.

- These are “standing waves,” like on a string (e.g. guitar string). 
- Standing wave animation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BN5-JSsu_4

‣ Nice picture, but de Broglie offered no clear idea of what was waving!
- What does it mean to say that electron acts like a wave?
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• In 1924, Louis de Broglie*:  electrons (& all other                                              
particles) also had wave nature.
‣ Helped explain Bohr’s quantization of electron orbits.
‣ Bohr’s allowed orbits:  those where the wave                                                             

has a whole number of oscillations around a circle.

- These are “standing waves,” like on a string (e.g. guitar string). 
- Standing wave animation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3BN5-JSsu_4

‣ Nice picture, but de Broglie offered no clear idea of what was waving!
- What does it mean to say that electron acts like a wave?
- After all, when electron’s position is determined by                                                       

experiment, it is found to be in one place.                                              
- Not spread out in space, like a wave!                                                               
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†As long as particles are going slowly 
compared to the speed of light — relativity 
not yet taken into account.

Schrödinger’s grave, with his equation

Karl Gruber, CC BY-SA 3.0 <https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0>, via Wikimedia 
Commons
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• Max Born* (later in 1926):  finally understood what the 
waves represented.
‣ Strength of electron’s wave at any given position                                                                                                    

gives probability of finding electron at that position.
‣ Quantum Mechanics:  inherently probabilistic!
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• Werner Heisenberg* (1927):  Uncertainty Principle. 
‣ Usually written as:

‣ Heisenberg first took this as statement about what                                                           
we can measure. 
- Precise measurement of position (        small) causes                                                               

large, unpredictable change in momentum:         large.
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• Werner Heisenberg* (1927):  Uncertainty Principle. 
‣ Usually written as:

‣ Heisenberg first took this as statement about what                                                           
we can measure. 
- Precise measurement of position (        small) causes                                                               

large, unpredictable change in momentum:         large.
- & vice versa.
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• Werner Heisenberg* (1927):  Uncertainty Principle. 
‣ Usually written as:

‣ Heisenberg first took this as statement about what                                                           
we can measure. 
- Precise measurement of position (        small) causes                                                               

large, unpredictable change in momentum:         large.
- & vice versa.

‣ That is true.
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• Werner Heisenberg* (1927):  Uncertainty Principle. 
‣ Usually written as:

‣ Heisenberg first took this as statement about what                                                           
we can measure. 
- Precise measurement of position (        small) causes                                                               

large, unpredictable change in momentum:         large.
- & vice versa.

‣ That is true.
‣ But most physicists believe that Uncertainty Principle is even deeper (and weirder) 

than that.
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• Werner Heisenberg* (1927):  Uncertainty Principle. 
‣ Usually written as:

‣ Heisenberg first took this as statement about what                                                           
we can measure. 
- Precise measurement of position (        small) causes                                                               

large, unpredictable change in momentum:         large.
- & vice versa.

‣ That is true.
‣ But most physicists believe that Uncertainty Principle is even deeper (and weirder) 

than that.
- Forget about what we can measure: precise values of position & momentum of    

electron do not exist at same time.
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• “Copenhagen Interpretation” (1927 on).
‣ Associated primarily with Bohr & Heisenberg.
‣ List of principles of quantum mechanics and its interpretation.
‣ Two key principles:
★ “Complementarity”:  there are pairs of quantities that can’t                                                                            

have precise values at same time:
• E.g., position and momentum of an electron (or other atomic-scale object).
★ Quantum mechanics is indeterministic.

• What happens in a particular measurement is intrinsically random.
- (albeit consistent with probabilities QM predicts.)

• The probabilities can be tested only by doing experiment many times.
• It’s NOT just that we can’t predict result in a given case.  
• Result is NOT determined by any cause (any pre-existing property of electron or measurement apparatus).

- even ones we haven’t discovered yet!

‣ Copenhagen Interpretation is “orthodox” quantum mechanics: more or less what we 
teach students.
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• Einstein (& Schrödinger, to some extent) never                                                      
believed Copenhagen Interpretation.
‣ Einstein did NOT think QM was wrong.
‣ Thought QM was an incomplete description of                                                       

reality.
‣ Einstein view:

- QM provides correct probabilities of events.
- But nature is not indeterminate. (“God does not play dice.”)
- What happens in given case (like where an electron is                                                                

actually found) is determined by some cause; we just                                                                          
don’t happen to know it yet.
• Such as-yet-unknown causes usually called “hidden variables.”

‣ Einstein’s view sounds completely reasonable.
- For non-experts, it sounds a lot more reasonable than                                                              

Copenhagen Interpretation.
- Even for experts, Einstein’s view remained logical possibility.
- But later experiments†: essentially ruled out possibility of hidden variables & confirmed 

indeterminism!
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†Beginning 1972, close to definitive only recently.
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Transistors
✦Modern memory chips pack in the most transistors.*

• Memory chips: one basic structure, repeated many times.
• As of 2019, Samsung’s 1TB V-NAND memory chip had record.

‣ 2 trillion transistors.
‣ ~10x more transistors than there are stars in Milky Way galaxy!

 17Bernard, 5-7-21*Thanks to David Brown for emphasizing this to me. 
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Some Other QM Uses
✦ Lasers.

• Ubiquitous.  E.g.:
‣ fiber optics communication
‣ CD/DVD players
‣ laser surgery, …

✦ LED lights.

✦ GPS basically “classical” (not quantum).
• But requires accurately synchronized pulses                                                              

from satellites.                                                                   
‣ So in practice, needs atomic clocks,                                                                                             

which do depend on QM.
 18Bernard, 5-7-21

credit: Cathedral eye clinic
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✦Claimed that quantum world is INDETERMINATE:
• System can be in combination of apparently mutually exclusive states.
• Which state is realized when system is observed ⇒ not pre-determined by 

any cause (known or unknown).
• QM gives the probability that a given state will be realized.
• But nothing can predict whether it will be realized in a given case — 

because it’s not determined in advance!
✦Very good experimental evidence for this crazy-sounding idea.
✦ I’ll describe an ANALOGY* to one such experiment.

• Corresponds precisely to possible QM setup, but we’ll imagine that it 
applies to macroscopic objects (instead of obscure properties of electrons, 
photons, …).

 19Bernard, 5-7-21*based on: “The mystery of the quantum cakes,” P. G. Kwiat, & L. Hardy,  American Journal of Physics  68, 33 (2000).
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“Quantum Ball Bearing Factory”
✦ Quantum ball bearing factory makes ball bearings in batches.
✦ Coming out of factory, ball bearings still hot and soft, but soon cool to 

proper hardness.
✦ From each batch, 2 ball bearings sent on conveyer belts to quality control 

engineers:  one to Latisha (on left) and one to Ricardo (on right).

✦ When ball bearings reach end of conveyer belts, they are cool enough to 
be tested to check their roundness.
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“Quantum Ball Bearing Factory”

✦ After each test, Latisha & Ricardo record batch number and whether 
their tested ball bearing was round enough (they mark “R”) or too 
irregular (they mark “I”). 
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“Quantum Ball Bearing Factory”

✦ After each test, Latisha & Ricardo record batch number and whether 
their tested ball bearing was round enough (they mark “R”) or too 
irregular (they mark “I”). 
• Imagine that ball bearings & their roundness property behave quantum 

mechanically.
• In reality, ball bearings much too large (composed of too many atoms) for QM 

effects to be evident.

 21Bernard, 5-7-21

Latisha Ricardo

drawing by J. Walker
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✦QM explanation: 
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and I.

• When tested, it becomes either R (37% of the time) or I (63% of the time).
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‣ QM:  their properties must have been “entangled” in the production process ⇒                      

the instant one is measured to be R, an effect transmitted to the other, forcing it to be I.

✦Einstein:  This is crazy! It involves “spooky action at a distance.”
• Instead, just assume that factory determines in advance whether each ball bearing will 

be found to be R or I.
‣ Don’t yet know how they do it; some “hidden variable” fixes a ball bearing to be R or I. 

• “Elves” in factory adjust hidden variables for each ball bearing they send out ⇒                
ensure two R’s never sent out at same time.
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• Testers have ability to choose each time among 2 or more                                           
complementary measurements.

✦ Latisha and Ricardo now have option to scoop a sample of a                                                       
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✦ John Bell* (1964): definitive test between QM & hidden variables:

• Testers have ability to choose each time among 2 or more                                           
complementary measurements.

✦ Latisha and Ricardo now have option to scoop a sample of a                                                       
ball bearing to test its composition [good (G) or bad (B)]                                               
(instead of checking roundness).

• Here Ricardo has chosen to test composition; Latisha testing roundness.
• To make composition test, need to move in a little closer, where ball bearings still warm & soft.
• On given ball bearing, each tester can only make one of the two tests.

‣ Make their choices each time randomly & independent of each other.
‣ Factory & other tester have no way of knowing in advance which test each will make.

 24Bernard, 5-7-21*Irish physicist, 1928-1990

Latisha Ricardo
drawing by J. Walker
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✦ Einstein could still believe the properties are set in advance by hidden 
variables, adjusted by some unknown means in factory.
• “Elves” just have to adjust hidden variables so:

1. They never send two round (R) ball bearings at same time.
2. Whenever they send a good-composition (G) ball bearing one way, they send a round (R) 

ball bearing the other way.

✦ The kicker: what if both testers choose to measure composition?
• The elves don’t know which tests will be made on a given batch, so they must 

prepare the hidden variables as usual according to 1. & 2. above.
•⇒ They can never send two good-composition (G) ball bearings at same time.

‣ If they did, by 2., both ball bearings would need to be R.
‣ But that is impossible, by 1.
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✦The quantum version:

• Factory produces ball bearings in “superposition states”:  
‣ When it leaves the factory, each ball bearing is both round & irregular, and has both 

good & bad composition.
‣ Only when a property is measured does the ball bearing take on a single value:

– either round (R) or irregular (I), if roundness is tested.
– either good (G) or bad (B) composition, if composition is tested.

‣ Probabilities of the results are determined:
– if roundness is tested:  37% R,  63% I. 
– if composition is tested:  23% G, 77% B.

‣ But results in individual cases are random — not determined in advance by any 
hidden variable.

• The two ball bearings are sent out “entangled”:
‣ Their quantum states are correlated.
‣ Once there is a result of a measurement on one side, the possible results on the 
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happens to emit 2 photons, those photons WILL be entangled.

• But ability to produce any desired entanglement, as would be required to reproduce 
our imaginary ball-bearing experiment with (say) two electrons, is ~new.

✦ “Spooky action at a distance” seems to violate a principle of relativity, 
colloquially stated as “nothing can go faster than the speed of light.”
• Actually, relativity only ⇒ objects can’t move faster than the speed of light,                           

& signals can’t be transmitted faster than the speed of light.
• “Spooky action at a distance” can’t be used to transmit information ⇒                            

doesn’t violate relativity.
‣ Latisha & Ricardo can choose which test to make, but can’t choose what results they get.

‣ Tests on one side always have right probabilities (independent of what property other tester 
measures).

‣  Can’t send information to each other in real time using QM.
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EM Waves
✦Light is an electromagnetic wave.  
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EM Waves
✦Light is an electromagnetic wave.  

• Different types of EM waves distinguished by their frequencies.
‣ (Frequency: how rapidly wave oscillates.)

• Visible light: a small range of frequencies
• Physicists often say “light” when they really mean any electromagnetic wave.
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Uses of Quantum Mechanics

✦ “The beautiful aspect to this is the scientists who developed this were not 
trying to make a cell phone; they were not trying to invent a CD player. If 
you went to Schrödinger in 1926 and said, "Nice equation, Erwin. What's 
it good for?” He's not going to say, "Well, if you want to store music in a 
compact digital format…” 

- James Kakalios [physicist], author of The Amazing Story of Quantum Mechanics, 
interview with John Matson, Scientific American, Nov 2, 2010.
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• Planck thought his assumption about the 
quantization of electromagnetic waves was 
just a calculational trick.
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• Planck thought his assumption about the 
quantization of electromagnetic waves was 
just a calculational trick.

• But in 1905 Einstein* realized that 
electromagnetic quanta (later called 
“photons”) were real and were necessary to 
explain the “photoelectric effect.” 
‣ Photoelectric effect: electromagnetic waves 

hitting a metal can knock out electrons.
‣ Electrons can be knocked out only if the waves 

have high enough frequency. 
- By                this means each photon in the 

electromagnetic wave has high enough energy. 
- A low frequency wave (e.g. red light) can’t knock out 

electrons, no matter how much total energy it has.
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• Planck thought his assumption about the 
quantization of electromagnetic waves was 
just a calculational trick.

• But in 1905 Einstein* realized that 
electromagnetic quanta (later called 
“photons”) were real and were necessary to 
explain the “photoelectric effect.” 
‣ Photoelectric effect: electromagnetic waves 

hitting a metal can knock out electrons.
‣ Electrons can be knocked out only if the waves 

have high enough frequency. 
- By                this means each photon in the 

electromagnetic wave has high enough energy. 
- A low frequency wave (e.g. red light) can’t knock out 

electrons, no matter how much total energy it has.
๏ None of the photons can knock out an electron, 

so it doesn’t matter how many photons there are.
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Computers & Quantum Computers

✦ While QM is necessary for understanding how a transistor works, a                      
transistor still represents only a “classical” bit: 
• either 0 or 1 (not some combination — “superposition” — of them). 

✦A true quantum bit (“qubit”) is inherently quantum mechanical and can be in a 
superposition state. 

• Technically very hard to achieve. 
• But potentially very powerful if we can take advantage of superposition states and                     

entanglement to do many calculations at once. 
• “Quantum computing” is in its infancy. 
• Largest quantum computers today have only ~60 or 70 qubits.  [IBM, Google, University of 

Science & Technology (China), …] 
• IBM has promised a 1000 qubit quantum computer by 2023. 
• Key potential use of quantum computers would be to factor very large numbers, which would 

allow them to crack digital encryption codes in use today. 
• E.g., estimated that a 4000 qubit quantum computer could crack Bitcoin’s encryption.
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Schrödinger's Cat
✦Another quantum mechanics thought experiment.
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Schrödinger's Cat
✦Another quantum mechanics thought experiment.

✦ Introduced by Schrödinger to argue against the Copenhagen 
Interpretation.
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Schrödinger's Cat
✦Another quantum mechanics thought experiment.

✦ Introduced by Schrödinger to argue against the Copenhagen 
Interpretation.

✦Has led to lots of heat, but little light.
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Transistors
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Transistors

✦As of 2020, record for number of transistors in a single processor 
chip is NVDIA’s A100 chip.
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• shown here in a GPU (graphical processing unit).
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Transistors

✦As of 2020, record for number of transistors in a single processor 
chip is NVDIA’s A100 chip.
• shown here in a GPU (graphical processing unit).
• chip itself is about a square inch; has 54 billion transistors.
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